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Development of economic and 
technical models to support the 
migration to electric buses



EVsim™ eBus emulation software 
developed with major transport 
and energy distribution 
companies 



Technology assessment and 
selection - vehicles and 
infrastructure



Understanding of the market 
dynamics



Grant opportunities and 
submissions


Helping bus operators 
to seize the 
opportunities and 
manage the risk of an 
eMobility future



EVENERGI SERVICES

 

 



Battery performance under 
different constraints



Cost estimation for charging 
infrastructure



Upstream depot upgrades that 
may be required



Various potential new revenue 
streams from grid integration



Appropriate tariffs 



Use of local demand response 
and distributed energy resources 
to reduce cost and carbon 
emissions


Our EVsim model 
provides modelling of :
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In addition to these 
services we provide : 


Battery after-life options and 
estimations



Regulatory advice



Assistance with grant funding 
sources and submissions



We are Involved in innovative 
eMobility projects with NSW 
Department of Transport, NSW 
department of planning, Ausgrid, SA 
Government and ACT Government




Daniel is the CEO and Founder of Evenergi. He has extensive experience with eMobility 
analysis, energy market regulatory, technical and commercial business case 
development. He has developed sophisticated models across retail, distribution 
businesses, distributed energy resources, and demand response. Daniel is also the chair 
and founder of the Charge Together Fleet program (www.chargetogether.org).
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CEO, Founder



Daniel Hilson


 Previous to Evenergi Daniel led an electricity retail business and completed a number of Australia's largest 
residential virtual power plant battery/solar projects, authored reports on grid-connected microgrids and provided 
regulatory, technical and commercial reports and guidance to government


 Prior to that he worked in senior roles in Siemens, EDF/Veolia and Brookfield Infrastructure on major energy and 
mobility infrastructure projects


 Conducted analysis of electricity retail structures for the United Kingdom and Australia with development of ideal 
tariff structures for electric mobility and  successfully applied for electricity supply licenses in both United Kingdom 
and Australia 


 Is currently running several bus electrification projects


 Along with 2 PHD’s, he led a two-year research project to produce EVsim to determine the impact of electric 
vehicles on distribution grids, with a focus on electric bus grid integration for Ausgrid, SA Power Networks, NSW 
Department of Planning, NRMA and AEMO


 Delivered strategic electric vehicle projects for NSW Department of transport


 Ran a major project for ACT Government on the electrification of their entire 600 vehicle fleet including placement 
of infrastructure and selection of infrastructure.  Other major eMobility vehicle and infrastructure projects for City of 
Bendigo, Renault, Nissan, AGL OVO Energy, Vertu Motors


 Delivered a market entry strategy for a web funded electric vehicle car share start-up including vehicle analysis, 
infrastructure analysis, cost of ownership analysis


 Lead consultant on DHL project to select vehicles and understand infrastructure requirements and grid integration 
for 16 depots and 400 vehicles.


 Worked on EV engagement platforms for NSW Government and SA Government



Masters of Environmental Science (focused on Energy Markets) and Masters of commerce
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Our experienced team 
partners with bus operators, 
financiers and government  
departments to build 
productive, safe and 
sustainable communities. 



Nick is the co-founder and CTO of Evenergi. He has a rare combination of deep 
technical skills across software development, AI and analytics platforms as well as 
deep experience as a leader in the energy and mobility industries.



 Nick started his career as an Aerospace engineer with BAE Systems


 Prior to Evenergi, Nick developed one of the UK's most successful demand aggregation platforms - ‘Kiwi 
Power’, and was the COO of a next-generation energy retailer and demand aggregator the UK.


 Nick has also been involved with founding grid scale storage projects as well as micro-hydro projects


 Nick was  technical lead on a Shell-led consortium including UK Power Networks, Vattenfall, San Diego Gas & 
Electric, Clean Returns and others in a major UK based project. 


 Nick led the development of a managed charging proposition for fleets of electric vehicles across the UK, US 
and Germany including V2G, fleet route planning, operation and driver behaviour.  
It consisted of the development of a charging platform; a market access platform for trading and monetising the 
flexibility through demand-side response; a fleet manager portal for planning routes and fleet driving needs and a 
user app for managing individual driver needs.


 Nick worked with Tesla to assess managed charging options on Superchargers and has assisted National grid 
with proposals around the vehicle to grid technology.


 Nick is responsible for the BetterFleet platform and has developed charging and total cost of ownership 
models being used by over 200 fleets




Nick holds a Masters in Mechanical engineering
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CTO, Co-Founder




Nick Butlin
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EVENERGI TEAM



Gerardo has a wealth of experience in development and innovation of electric mobility, 
energy technologies and system harmonisation in private sector, and scientific roles in 
Europe, North America and sub-Saharan Africa.



 Gerardo co-led a 3 year project across the Nordic region assessing the feasibility of electric mobility including 
engagement with over 200 organisations and developing market assessments with a pool of over 5000 
consumers.


 He has worked on several V2G projects with global lead, developing analytics and forecasting strategy to 
improve operational performance and ancillary services portfolio.


 He developed innovative energy market models in the UK to maximise renewable energy integration and 
monetise non-traditional business models (NtBM).


 His PhD focusses on system harmonisation within and across energy and transport systems, utilising business 
development and data-analytics to modernise and digitalise these sectors. 


 He worked with Kuehne & Nagel as international operations and logistics coordinator managing portfolios with 
over 70 key accounts including Continental Automotive.


 His professional experience is supported by a co-authored portfolio of over  30 scientific journal and book 
publications published in Nature Energy, Energy and Applied Energy.


 He built Evenergi models that emulate the performance of electric vehicles, particularly battery performance in 
various conditions. 


 He has Research Professor roles on the link between technology development and society, with the purpose of 
social decarbonisation, including rural electrification of sub-Saharan Africa.  




Gerardo has a PhD in energy and climate mitigation technologies, an MSc in Sustainable Development and a 
B.A in International Business & Economics
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Head of development and consulting, Europe




Gerardo Zarazua de Rubens
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EVENERGI TEAM



Lenny brings a wealth of experience gained in senior private and public leadership 
roles in automotive and eMobility. Prior to joining Evenergi, Lenny has delivered in 
high-level roles across the Australian Government, ACT Government, South 
Australian Government and in private enterprise including GM Holden.



 Lenny was the Director responsible for the review of heavy vehicle design for Australian Design Rule 
compliance for the Australian Government, including review of the specific design focus-points for electrified 
heavy vehicles. He has been involved in the design of the National Electric Vehicle Strategy and ACT Zero 
Emissions Vehicles Action Plan, and deeply understands eMobility from the government lens.


 His passion for cars led him to engineering roles at GM Holden in manufacturing, and future model 
development. This was transformed into a passion for electric vehicles, initiated during his role as official 
ambassador for the Holden Volt, and further expanded to a passion for eMobility as an early-adopter and 
advocate.


 Lenny is driven by the transformative nature of electric mobility and applies his technical and commercial 
strength and creativity in this area to generate critical environmental solutions that improve rather than impact 
cost and utility. 


 He was lead consultant for the ACT government charging infrastructure and EV migration project.


 He has 5 years with General Motors as a manufacturing engineer, in supply chain and as EV product 
specialist. 



Lynnard holds a Bachelor of Electrical and Electronic Engineering and a Graduate Diploma of Business 
Management
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National Director, eMobility Consulting




Lynnard Cucksey
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Max is an energy industry expert who has a wealth of experience spanning from 
highly detailed technical engineering and design, to energy retailing, developing 
complex alternative business models such as off-grid and virtual power plants as 
well as having a sound understanding of regulatory frameworks.



 As head of energy solutions for an Australian energy and water utility business delivering services to over 
30,000 customers, Max led a team in the development and delivery of innovative alternative servicing solutions 
for communities. These included large behind-the-meter renewable sources, demand management and 
storage.


 He developed a technical and commercial model for a new town of 7,500 dwellings to operate as an off-grid 
microgrid with high penetration of renewables, and played a key role in securing government grant funding and 
finance from Brookfield Infrastructure.


 Max also worked for industry leader Siemens where, as commissioning manager, he led a team of engineers 
in the successful delivery of a high-voltage switchyard, low-voltage distribution and control systems for a new 
240MW combined-cycle power station in Mt Isa, Queensland.


 He has also designed and commissioned many combined heat and power (CHP) and biogas energy 
generation systems for large industrial clients and energy retailers around Australia, and has worked on 
hundreds of grid-integrated battery and solar projects for mobility, grid-scale storage and within property 
developments.


 He was the assistant consultant on DHL EV Migration Project, SA Government regional charging 
infrastructure plan,  a major bus study, and has co-developed electric vehicle emulation model (EVsim) for 
modelling future impacts of EVs on distribution networks. This suite of models includes bus and DC Fast 
Charger modules.




Max holds a bachelor of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (Hons.) and a Bachelor of Finance. He has a 
passion for driving change in energy and mobility towards a zero carbon future
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National Manager, eMobility Infrastructure




Max Zaporoshenko
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EVENERGI TEAM



Will is lead consultant on several fleet 
migration projects including 
infrastructure assets across light 
commercial and heavy vehicle fleets.  


 He is also lead consultant on EV development 
for regional infrastructure plan for six councils in 
Victoria including detailed travel data analytics and 
development of a charging emulation engine for 
destination chargers







+

eMobility 

Consultant





William Bean
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FURTHER 

INFORMATION

Evenergi.com


Contact: Daniel Hilson

Email: dhilson@evenergi.com




EVENERGI TEAM

As a PHD candidate in electric vehicle 
grid integration including V2G, Sohaib 
also has a Masters in Advanced Energy 
Management.



 He developed the bus EvSim simulation model for 
Evenergi, as well as the bus fleet charging emulation 
model 
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eMobility 

Consultant





Sohaib Safique



